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Just like any other tool, it’s important to select the right hand truck for the job. Does it fit your 
organization’s needs? Is the lifting capacity capable of safely lifting and moving your 
materials or equipment? A hand truck that has a lifting capacity that is not rated for your 
corporate needs, could damage your hand truck, equipment or even injure an employee.  

So what type of hand truck should you purchase? Should you buy a dual handle or a single 
handle hand truck? Both have their advantages and disadvantages. Dual handle hand trucks 
are better for moving items up and down inclines; single handle hand trucks tend to be 
easier to maneuver.  

What type of tire should you use? Pneumatic or solid tires? Although solid tires are more 
durable and will never go flat, pneumatic tires provide better shock absorption for a 
smoother ride.  

Hand trucks equipped with large tire work best for rolling over uneven or unstable ground. 
Even the smallest obstacle can cause a small wheeled hand truck to suddenly stop.  

Load shapes create another challenge. Boxes and cylinder shaped items set differently on 
hand trucks. For example, a flat backrest is a better selection for moving boxes. A curved 
back rest works best for moving cylinder shaped items.  

For specific hand truck needs, there are companies that custom fabricate hand trucks. 
Whichever hand truck you purchase, all two-wheeled hand trucks operate basically the 
same:  

+ Select the right hand truck for the load.  

+ Do not exceed the maximum lifting capacity.  

+ Tip the load slightly forward so that the tongue of the truck easily slides under the load.  

+ Push the truck all the way under the load to be moved.  

+ Keep the center of gravity of the load as low as possible.  

+ If equipped with ratchets, ratchet the load to the hand truck.  

+ Tilt the load slightly back using your leg muscles; keeping the back straight. Reverse the 
process when setting the loaded back down.  

+ Allow the hand truck carry the load. The operator should only balance and push.  

+ Never walk backward when carrying a load. The user could trip and fall causing the load to 
fall onto the user, which could result in a serious injury.  

+ For extremely bulky or pressurized items, such as gas cylinders, strap, chain or ratchet the 
load securely to the hand truck.  
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+ Move hand trucks at a safe speed; do not run.  

+ Keep the truck in constant control.  

+ Store hand trucks with the tongue under a pallet, shelf, table, desk or other moveable 
object.  

+ Never use a hand truck that is not in good working condition, which could damage your 
load or injure your employee.  

 


